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Description

Understanding Wien Bridge 

Description:- 

It is useful in understanding the basic concepts and functioning of the oscillator and its use in
generation of sinusoidal waveform. 

Understanding Wien Bridge is an elite training system for the analog electronics laboratories. 

The training system is designed in such a way that for performing any experiment students have to
connect the links by patch cords so it is very helpful for students to learn step by step design of Wein
Bridge Oscillator. 

This Platform describes the complete design of the Wein Bridge Oscillator. 

 Understanding Wien Bridge Manufacturer, Understanding Wien Bridge Suppliers,
Understanding Wien Bridge India, Understanding Wien Bridge Exporter, buy Understanding
Wien Bridge, Basic Electronics, Understanding Wien Bridge India, Electronics, Understanding
Wien Bridge, Understanding Wien Bridge Manufacturer, Educational Lab Equipment, buy
Understanding Wien Bridge Online India. 

Features:- 

Designed with considering all the safety standards 

Online product tutorial 
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Exclusive and compact design 

Straight forward representation of Wein Bridge Oscillator 

+12V, -12V inbuilt SMPS provided with the trainer for power supply 

Low cost trainer including illustration of Oscillator design using passive elements 

Scope of Learning:- 

Study of design and functioning of Wein Bridge Oscillator 
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